License Plating

License Plate Management

Easily track entire pallets, boxes, or containers of mixed
items including mixed lot & serial numbers.
License Plating from Insight Works provides users
with the ability to track and generate labels to
reference entire pallets, boxes, crates, or containers
that contain mixed items or mixed lot/serial
numbers.
The License Plating add-on for Dynamics 365
Business Central complements Warehouse Insight
- the mobile warehouse data collection app.
License Plating enables users to combine multiple
warehouse items, including serial numbers and
lot numbers, into one license plate number (LPN
or master barcode) for simplified transaction
management.

•
•
•
•

Overcome supply chain challenges, speed up
warehouse/shop floor transactions, reduce errors
and more.
Distinguish each product carton or item with
a unique license plate number (LPN) in a
warehouse setting.

Identify goods in transactions such as receiving,
moving, production or shipping.

Reduce the number of scans necessary to enter a
transaction.

Visit www.LicensePlateForDynamics.com

Streamline Your Warehouse & Shipping Processes

Moving product through your warehouse requires a plethora of
scanning but through the magic of License Plating from Insight
Works, you can move product through with less scanning
while helping to address errors related to manual input and
data integrity. Put simply, License Plating allows for efficient
transactions which increase your overall warehouse operation
efficiency.
License plate numbers know the item, lot, quantity and location
already, so you don’t have to worry about incorrect data being
scanned.

Easily Print Barcodes

License plate barcodes are easily printed directly from handheld
devices and can be used for picking, receiving, movements,
consumption, and shipping.

Warehouse Management System Add-on

License Plating from Insight Works is used alongside the
Warehouse Insight WMS solutions to manage warehouse
processes in manufacturing, distribution and retail companies.
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